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The Canal House Cooking series is a seasonal collection of our favorite recipes—home cooking
by home cooks for home cooks. With a few exceptions, we use ingredients that are readily
available and found in most markets in most towns throughout the United States. All the recipes
are easy to prepare, all completely doable for the novice and experienced cook alike. We want to
share with you as fellow cooks, our love of food and all its rituals. The everyday practice of
simple cooking and the enjoyment of eating are two of the greatest pleasures in life.This volume
celebrates the bounty of fall and the festive holiday season with delicious Italian dishes, some
classic, some reinterpreted Canal House style.

About the AuthorChristopher Hirsheimer served as food and design editor for Metropolitan
Home magazine, and was one of the founders of Saveur magazine, where she was executive
editor. She is a writer and a photographer.Melissa Hamilton cofounded the restaurant Hamilton’s
Grill Room in Lambertville, New Jersey, where she served as executive chef. She worked at
Martha Stewart Living, Cook’s Illustrated, and at Saveur as the food editor.
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A waiter sets a table in FlorenceCANAL HOUSECOOKINGCopyright © 2011 by Christopher
Hirsheimer & Melissa HamiltonPhotographs copyright © 2011 by Christopher
HirsheimerIllustrations copyright © 2011 by Melissa HamiltonAll rights reserved. No part of this
book may be reproduced or transmitted in any manner whatsoever without written permission
from the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or
reviews.CANAL HOUSENo. 6 Coryell StreetLambertville, NJ 08530thecanalhouse.comBook
design by CANAL HOUSE, a group of artists who collaborate on design projects.This book was
designed by Melissa Hamilton, Christopher Hirsheimer & Teresa Hopkins.Edited by Margo True
& Copyedited by Valerie Saint-Rossy.Editorial assistance by Frani Beadle, Julia Lee, Julie
Sproesser & Elizabeth May Wyckoff.With great appreciation toColman Andrews, Lori di Mori &
Jason LoweThis 2012 edition distributed by Open Road Integrated Media, Inc.180 Maiden
LaneNew York, NY 10038CANAL HOUSECOOKINGLa Dolce VitaVolume N° 7Hamilton &
HirsheimerWelcome to Canal House—our studio, workshop, dining room, office, kitchen, and
atelier devoted to good ideas and good work relating to the world of food. We write, photograph,
design, and paint, but in our hearts we both think of ourselves as cooks first.Our loft studio is in
an old red brick warehouse. A beautiful lazy canal runs alongside the building. We have a simple
galley kitchen. Two small apartment-size stoves sit snugly side by side against a white tiled wall.
We have a dishwasher, but prefer to hand wash the dishes so we can look out of the tall window
next to the sink and see the ducks swimming in the canal or watch the raindrops splashing into
the water.And every day we cook. Starting in the morning we tell each other what we made for
dinner the night before. Midday, we stop our work, set the table simply with paper napkins, and
have lunch. We cook seasonally because that’s what makes sense. So it came naturally to write
down what we cook. The recipes in our books are what we make for ourselves and our families
all year long. If you cook your way through a few, you’ll see that who we are comes right through
in the pages: that we are crazy for tomatoes in summer, make braises and stews all fall, and turn
oranges into marmalade in winter.Canal House Cooking is home cooking by home cooks for
home cooks. We use ingredients found in most markets. All the recipes are easy to prepare for
the novice and experienced cook alike. We want to share them with you as fellow cooks along
with our love of food and all its rituals. The everyday practice of simple cooking and the
enjoyment of eating are two of the greatest pleasures in life.CHRISTOPHER HIRSHEIMER
served as food and design editor for Metropolitan Home magazine, and was one of the founders
of Saveur magazine, where she was executive editor. She is a writer and a
photographer.MELISSA HAMILTON cofounded the restaurant Hamilton’s Grill Room in
Lambertville, New Jersey, where she served as executive chef. She worked at Martha Stewart
Living, Cook’s Illustrated, and at Saveur as the food editor.Above, Melissa (left) and Christopher
(right) in Siena; below, the Canal House rideTEMPUS FUGITthe hinds head sacred gin &
tonicgin & limonedazzling italian sparklersWORKING UP AN APPETITOtramezzini: with white



truffle butterwith prosciutto & arugulaspeck, fontina & lemon paninopanino biancosupplì al
telefonofondutabottarga on warm buttered toastprosciutto & figsA GOOD DAY FOR A BIG
BOWL OF ZUPPAchristmas soupmussel soupcapon broth with anoliniminestronePASTAspinach
pastaegg pastagreen lasagne with tomato sauce & fresh ricottalasagne bolognesefresh ricotta,
butter & lemon raviolipappardelle & mushroomsspinach tagliatelle with simple tomato sauce &
ricottagnocchi verdiricotta gnocchiRISOrisotto biancorisotto milaneserisotto alla
certosinatummala di risotto e spinaciPESCEstewed eeloil-poached swordfishsalt cod with
tomatoes & green olivesbranzino with shrimp & fennelsquid & potatoesBIG BIRDS & LITTLE
RABBITroast capon with dressingchestnuts, prunes & bread crumbssausage & applespoached
capon in rich brodocold capon saladguinea hen with cipolline & chestnutsbraised rabbit with
capers & pancettaCARNEcabbage & fennel with sausages & borlottibraised lamb & green
beansmeatballs with mint & parsleyosso buconew year’s cotechino with lentilsEAT YOUR
VERDUREporcini in umidocabbage in agrodolcestuffed onions piedmontesepeppers in
agrodolcechickpeas with stewed tomatoeszuccawarm salad of radicchio & white beanscelery
baked with tomatoesWHY BUY IT WHEN YOU CAN MAKE IT?salsa verdefresh whole milk
ricottasimple tomato saucebalsamellaragù bolognesespinach tagliatelle bolognesepappardelle
bologneseDOLCIapple cakejam tartcheesecake from rome’s jewish quartervin santo-poached
pears with gorgonzola dolcechocolate chestnut tortemonte biancogelato di gianduiaOur home
away from home, Casa Canale in Tuscany CASA CANALE WE RENTED A FARMHOUSE IN
TUSCANY—a remote, rustic old stucco and stone house at the end of a gravel road, deep in the
folds of vine-covered hills. It had a stone terrace with a long table for dinners outside, a grape
arbor, and apple and fig trees loaded with fruit in the garden. There was no phone, TV, or
Internet service, just a record player and shelves and shelves of books. It had a spare, simple
kitchen with a classic waist-high fireplace with a grill. It was all we had hoped for. It was our Casa
Canale for a month.The decision had been made back in our New Jersey studio six months
earlier on a cold rainy day in early spring. Over a lunch of cannelloni, we’d gotten into a long
conversation about why Italian food tastes so damn delicious. We sat there for a couple of hours
discussing it. We have both traveled extensively in Italy, eating in every region, and in one sense
we really do know Italian food: We know that seppie (cuttlefish) is served with white polenta in
the Veneto; that bread crumbs replace grated cheese in Sicily; and that in Genoa, only tiny,
sweet Genovese basil is used to make pesto—leaves grown in warmer climes are deemed too
aggressive in flavor. But the more you learn, the less you know. And we realized that for all the
times we’d been to Italy, there was still so much we wanted to understand about Italian home
cooking. By the end of lunch we had a plan. We’d go to Italy, find a house with a kitchen, and
cook. We looked at each other and laughed, surprised that we could imagine doing such a thing.
But that’s just what we did.We arrived on a warm autumn afternoon. There was a note from our
landlady—under a bottle of Chianti on the stone table outside the kitchen door—listing area
restaurants, market schedules, where to shop, and where to find our morning cappuccino. There
was no food in the house, and by now the shops were closed, so, following her advice, we put on



our coats and walked down the road to buy vegetables from a nearby gardener. Evening was
falling as we knocked on the door of a small house surrounded by a big garden. A man
answered, and we could see he’d been enjoying an early dinner. We apologized for disturbing
him but when we said we’d come to buy vegetables, he replied, “Ma certo!” and gestured toward
the garden. Out we headed in the moonlight, into rows of silvery cardoons, as he motioned us to
follow. We pointed at a big head of cabbage. He took his sharp sickle knife and thwacked it from
its stalk. Then he harvested four heads of radicchio and some of the cardoons for us. We shook
hands in the dark garden and then hurried up the road back to the safety of our farmhouse. We
were thrilled at our good fortune; we never would have had this experience at home.Early the
next day, we hiked over the hill and through the woods to find the caffè-bar and a market. As we
came into the village, we passed a garage with the door rolled up and noticed two aproned
women standing on either side of a table, chatting away as they plucked a pile of chickens. We
walked over to get a closer look and noticed a particularly big bird. “Cappone,” said the older
lady, confirming our hopes that it was a capon. Money was exchanged and the bird went right
into our market bag. We bought chestnuts at the market, and our first proper Italian meal was
roasted capon with chestnut stuffing, spit-roasted in the fireplace.Every day we had small
adventures. Driving through the countryside, we’d stop at markets, dairies, and wineries to check
everything out. Along the way, we’d gather what looked good to cook for our dinner. We preferred
to eat out for lunch; it was more fun, and then we didn’t have to brave the narrow, winding roads
after dark. We’d peek inside the kitchens of the restaurants where we ate. More often than not, it
was women in white cooks’ smocks who were manning the stoves, tending big pots of ragù and
cutting and filling anolini from smooth sheets of fresh pasta.The big, rich flavors of fall were
coming through the markets and farms and into our kitchen. We cooked with chestnuts, rabbit,
porcini, pumpkin, cabbage, peppers, radicchio, apples, and pears. Like the Italians, we
developed flavors as we cooked. We fried battuto—onions, carrots, and celery—into fragrant
soffrito; toasted tomato paste to add color and richness to sauces; deglazed pans with red wine,
allowing it to reduce to its very essence; and we balanced sweet and sour in agrodolce.We know
that cooking is not only about ingredients and techniques. Recipes have a spirit, they are born of
a place and a culture, and to cook well you have to be sensitive to and honor that spirit. Italians
are refined traditionalists; they want their ragù bolognese served with parmigiano-reggiano and
never pecorino romano. It just wouldn’t taste right otherwise. They are generous, too: It’s evident
in the way they cook. They pour olive oil liberally, shave white truffles with abandon, toss their
pasta in the sauce, dress salads by feel—and they have a word for it: abbondanza.Then one day
we found ourselves in Florence in a beautiful wine bar, Procacci, drinking prosecco and eating
panini tartufati—but we were melancholy. We were ready to go home to the real Canal House
and start cooking Italian food our way. And that’s just what we did.Christopher & MelissaLeft,
Amalfi lemons; right, Cibrèo Caffè, Florencetempus- fugitA prized corner table at Harry’s Bar in
VeniceTHE HINDS HEAD SACRED GIN & TONICOn our way to Italy we were bumped off a
connecting flight from London to Venice and found ourselves stuck in an airport hotel for the



night. Instead of an icy martini and carpaccio at Harry’s Bar, it appeared we would be pushing
Grilled Chicken Caesar around our dinner plates. We put out a call to our London friend Jason
Lowe, and he knew just what we should do, “Take a taxi to Bray, it is only ten miles from
Heathrow, and have dinner at Heston Blumenthal’s other place, The Hinds Head.” Too late for
reservations, would we ever get in? The dice were thrown, a taxi was called, and when we
walked in the door of the charming 400-year-old village pub, we spotted an empty table for two.
We sat our lucky seats right in the seats and were soon sipping authentic London hand-distilled
Sacred Gin, so delicate it reminded us of sake. They brought us little bottles of crisp, sharp tonic
water and fat lemon wedges, which we eventually mixed with the gin. Raw, purebred Hereford
beef with radicchio and horseradish was on the menu for dinner. Happenstance is often far
better than any plan. —CHGIN & LIMONEOne evening, a week into our stay at our idyllic but
rather remote Tuscan farmhouse, an apertivo sounded mighty good. But since there wasn’t a
drop in the house, we headed off in search of some charming little bar, somewhere in a
charming little town nearby. We drove into Impruneta and spotted a bustling caffè, but it was
festivale season—the town was packed and parking impossible. We ended up, of all places, at a
Coop supermarket, where there was lots of parking available. We found a bottle of Beefeater gin,
but there was neither a bottle of tonic nor a single lime, and when we asked for ice, they showed
us ice cream. We bought the gin, but what to do about the ice? I told Christopher that since I
didn’t remember seeing any ice cubes in the bare freezer, I could simply pour the gin over the
ice-cold wire coils in the freezer to chill it—although that did sound a bit desperate. But Fortuna
smiled on us. In the back of the bottom drawer of the freezer was a tiny six-cube tray with ice.
Three cubes went into each glass, then the gin (2 ounces in each), and in place of tonic, I
squeezed in the juice of an Amalfi Coast lemon as big as a baseball and garnished each drink
with a twist. Sometimes, things that taste good when you’re away don’t measure up when you
return home. This cocktail hits the spot in either place. —MHDAZZLING ITALIAN
SPARKLERSbyCOLMAN ANDREWSBack when I began discovering wine, shortly after Noah
planted that first postdiluvian grapevine, it was considered vaguely racy and vaguely suave to
order something called Asti Spumante. This was a frothy Italian sparkler whose principal virtues
seemed to be low price and high sugar. It was undeniably a step up from the “crackling rosé”
then being foisted on the drinking public by Paul Masson and other firms, but it always sort of
made my teeth ache.A little later, America (except at my house) came under the spell of another
carbonated italiano, Lambrusco—specifically the soda-popish versions turned out by the
Cantine Cooperative Riunite in the Emilia region, which became our nation’s number-one vinous
import, no doubt thanks, at least partially, to having been promoted under one of the more
annoyingly unforgettable advertising slogans of the late 1970s and early 1980s: “Riunite on ice.
That’s nice.”At least partially because of my brief experiences with these two varieties of vino, I
pretty much crossed Italian sparklers off my personal wine list. I’d enjoy a Soave or Chianti or
Gattinara now and then, but if I wanted something with bubbles, I’d stick to France or maybe
California in a pinch (and later still, to Spain, after that country’s cavas started flooding into the



country, pretty much washing away any other sparkler in the lower price range).Then I started
logging serious time in Italy, and my perceptions began to change. I discovered that spumante
was simply the Italian word for bubbly, and that Asti was a commune in Piedmont, capable of
producing not just the less than pleasant plonk of my earlier experience but also examples
(exclusively from the Moscato Bianco grape) of great charm, low in alcohol, delightfully fruity,
and while undeniably sweet, not necessarily cloying. (Asti Spumante’s cousin, Moscato d’Asti,
has lighter carbonation—it is called frizzante, fizzy, rather than spumante—and even less
alcohol.)And that turned out to be just the beginning. I also encountered very nice Chardonnay-
based sparkling wine, made by the “metodo champenoise” (Champagne method) in Trento, in
the region called Trentino-Alto Adige. (That term is no longer legal, incidentally; such wines are
now “metodo classico”.) I became a big fan of the crisp, coolly elegant (if ambitiously priced)
sparkling wines made by the effervescent Maurizio Zanella of Ca’ del Bosco in Erbusco, in the
Franciacorta region of Lombardy—not least because I got to know him, visited his winery
several times, and even got invited to his wedding. (I brought home a magnum of his special
Prestige Cuvée that I drank at my own wedding rehearsal dinner; it was certainly one of the best
non-Champagne sparkling wines I’ve ever had.) Bellavista is another notable producer in the
area, while Levi Dalton, wine director at Bar Boulud in Manhattan and a serious Italian wine
lover, prefers smaller producers like Barone Pizzini and Wertmuller.Elsewhere, I joined Venetian
friends in their home city to quaff Prosecco— made (like the sparklers of Asti) by the Charmat
tank-fermenting method in the Veneto and Friuli-Venezia Giulia (and especially the bailiwicks of
Conegliano and Valdobbiadene)—and found various interpretations of the wine to be, well, not
exactly profound but certainly frivolously attractive and all too easy to drink. (Mionetto is the most
widely sold brand in the United States, but not necessarily my favorite. Try Sommariva or maybe
Sacchetto.)I soon came to realize, in fact, that wines with varying degrees of sparkle, made by
several different techniques, out of many different grapes, and in a whole bouquet of styles, are
produced all over Italy. A non–Asti Spumante from Emilia, highly recommended by Levi Dalton,
is Alberto Tedeschi’s Pignoletto Spungola Bellaria (the grape is the little-known Pignoletto).
Dalton likes the metodo classico wines, also from Emilia, from Francesco Bellei e C. and the
Paolo Rinaldini “Orom” Bianco Brut NV. “One imagines that few make wines like this anymore,
from anywhere in the world” he says—and calls the Camillo Donati Malvasia Secco Frizzante
“one of my favorite wines from Italy.” Bruce Neyers, national sales director for Kermit Lynch, the
Berkeley wine importer of cult status, is proud to sell Elvio Tinero’s frizzante wines, one made
from Moscato, one from the local Favorita variety. He also adds to the repertoire a couple of
wines, a spumante and a frizzante, from Punta Crena in Liguria.In Piedmont, Bartolo Mascarello
turns the Freisa grape into an ebullient frizzante. The estimable Darrell Corti of Corti Bros. in
Sacramento notes that at one time, there was even bubbly Chianti. “Chianti was sold ‘fresco di
governo’,” he explains, “which meant that it had some CO2 and was lively on the tongue. This
style is now forgotten about and should be reexamined. It is sort of a nouveau wine with more
character.”And then there’s…Lambrusco. The first time I went to Parma, to do a story on the



local cheese (of which you have heard), I was invited to lunch by a prominent local Parmigiano
producer. He took me to his favorite trattoria, where he began by ordering plates of prosciutto
and Parma salame, then fairly shocked me by asking for a bottle of Lambrusco to go with them.
It was as if, I thought, some French Brie producer had taken me to a neighborhood bistro and
ordered Coke. What was the guy thinking? He must have sensed my perplexity, and said, “This
is not the Lambrusco you know in America. This is real wine, and we believe that you need
something like this in order to help digest all the pork fat we eat here.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Enchanted Autumn. Authors Christopher Hirsheimer and Melissa
Hamilton, creative types who cook, write, photograph, design and paint, normally work out of
their New Jersey, canal-side studio. But this gem of a cookbook is all about a month they spent
in autumn in Tuscany: the food, the wine, the fresh vegetables, the markets, snippets of travel
experiences.I think it's a masterpiece; from the design to the photos, the copy and the recipe
selection.There are recipes for drinks, antipasti, soups, pastas, rice dishes, fish, birds, rabbit,
meats and vegetables. Recipes that I find particularly appealing are the chicken soup
("Christmas Soup"), spinach pasta, osso buco, porcini in umido, and apple cake.Make it from
scratch directions include: salsa verde, fresh ricotta, simple tomato sauce, balsamella, ragu
bolognese.Included is a short piece on wines by Colman Andrews, editorial director of
thedailymeal.com (a founding member of Saveur).This is a book I'll pick up, peruse, and enjoy
from time to time when I want to cook something delicious, or when I just want to think about
heavenly food, look at appetizing photographs and reminisce about Italy.”

Joanna D., “Really great cookbook--fun to read, too. This is a really great recipe book and when
it went on Kindle special sale, I made sure to let lots of friends know. The pasta recipes are
particularly solid--homemade spinach pasta and lasagne are great. There are two lasagne
recipes--the one without meat and the one with meat. Both use bechamel (balsamella) and they
are the essential lasagne I know from my friends from Italy. There is also a ragu bolognese.
(Meat sauce.)There are more exotic things too--rabbit, eel and a very good oil-poached
swordfish and a branzino.If you like Italian food grounded in the time-honored recipes of the
regions like Tuscany and don't want frou-frou, strange variations, odd takes and frankly evil
reconstructions, this book is for you. And it's good reading, too.”

katharinek, “A Sweet Life of Good Food. I've tried three or so recipes and all have been great,
especially the Peppers in Agrodolce which were stellar. I love the feel of the cookbook with the
soft cover but with a binding that allows the cook to open it flat--without the binding cracking or
otherwise misbehaving. I'm sorry that there is not an index at the back of the cookbook. I'm
always looking in an index for something to do with the vegetables lingering in my fridge. Without
an index, I'm a little lost. As a result of no index, I've thumbed through the whole cookbook many
more times than I would have ordinarily.”

David Ecale, “While I'm not a total follower of cookbooks, this one's a nice addition to my small
collection.. Yes, yes, I know, we all have that Betty Crocker cookbook from way back when. It's
just that it's so dated that I haven't pulled it down off of the shelf in years. I was looking for
something different when AMAZON offered this item on a Monthly Kindle Sale. I took the plunge
& liked it. I plan on trying some of the more entertaining recipes in the next few weeks. (My sister
just sent me 4 nice bottles from a variety of California Olive Oil producers in the mail. I'll use



those in the recipes.)PS. I liked this book so much that I also picked the next one in the list:
"Canal House Cooking Volume N° 8: Pronto!"Update: December 2014: The other books in the
series (1-6) went on sale during Amazon's Black Friday book event for $1.99 each. So, I grabbed
them all!”

Nikki Douglas, “Pretentious and yet I love them.. I have everything they have written and
photographed and while they tend to over-truffle and have lives that are too fabulous for mere
mortals, I cannot resist. This is a worthy entry into their canon.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Want to Start Cooking !. The recipes are clearly explained and the
photos are helpful. Many desserts can be converted to gluten-free versions. INSPIRING and I
intend to take pictures of the results .”

Ken Vaughan, “Wonderful cookbook!. Go on a Tuscan adventure with the photography and
narrative.The recipes are incredible. I was inspired to jump in and makepasta for the first time.
Fantastic.”

Jeanne Givehchi, “Five Stars. Love these cookbooks I have every one in the series and I can't
wait for the next!”

The book by Christopher Hirsheimer has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 29 people have provided
feedback.
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